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Pride of Baghdad Aug 05 2020 Inspired by true events, a graphic novel examines life on the streets of war-torn Iraq, raising questions about the meaning of liberation through the experiences of four lions who escaped
from the Baghdad Zoo during a raid.
African Cats: A Lion's Pride Dec 29 2019 From the Disney Nature film, African Cats. This book introduces readers to a lioness and her cub and their life on the African plains. Filled with fun lion facts!
A Lion's Mate Dec 09 2020 He can’t help but fall for her—big feet and all. Grumpy Zach isn’t interested in settling down. He’s a lion on a mission, with no time for a mate. As if fate cares what he wants. An order from
his king has him guarding a peculiar stowaway who might have answers to a mystery—and causes him to question his heart. It will take all his feline skill to keep her safe as they race to locate a dangerous treasure. As
they come to rely on each other, things start to heat up. Until the unexpected tears them apart. But Zach won’t give up without a fight, because this lion knows he’s found his mate. genre: romantic shapeshifter comedy,
shapeshifter romance, romantic comedy, action and adventure romance, paranormal romance, big foot romance, sasquatch romance, interracial romance
When A Lioness Pounces Jan 10 2021 There’s a new guy in town, a mysterious and domineering man with secrets. I like secrets. Reba especially loves swatting at them until they spill their guts—sometimes quite
literally. But Gaston isn’t swayed by her sensual allure. LIE. This slick club owner is very much intrigued by the cocoa-skinned beauty, but he doesn’t dare show too much interest lest his enemies notice. As if Reba cares
about danger. This lioness thrives on action and a bit of violence, and she knows how to do it with class. She’s ready to strap on her heels, gloss her lips, and go to battle. Watch out because, once she’s got you in her
sights, she’s not afraid to pounce. Meow! Genre: paranormal romance, shapeshifter romance, alpha male, bbw heroine, werelion, werecat, romantic comedy, humorous romance, fantasy, vampire romance
Lions Sep 05 2020 Presents an introduction to lions describing their physical characteristics, habitat, young, food, predators, and relationship to people.
When An Alpha Purrs Feb 08 2021 When a human dares to butcher Arik's mane, he gets his revenge-and claims her as his mate.
Pride Of Lions (Mills & Boon Vintage 90s Modern) Jun 14 2021 PRIDE OF LIONS A Blood Feud Had Ruled Her Lands For More Years Than Anyone Could Remember And Allisun Murry, chieftain of her clan, would
not rest until her murdered kin were avenged. Yet the sight of Hunter Carmichael as he rode from the midst of her enemies gave her pause.
Part of the Pride May 14 2021 About a year ago, film started to circulate on YouTube® of a remarkable man named Kevin Richardson, an animal custodian in a South African animal park. The film showed Richardson
in his day-to-day work, looking some of the world's most dangerous animals directly in the eye, crouching down at their level, playing with them and, sometimes, even kissing them on the nose--all without ever being
attacked or injured. The films' popularity skyrocketed and Richardson became an international sensation. In "Part of the Pride", Kevin Richardson tells the story of his life and work, how he grew from a young boy who
cared for so many animals that he was called "The Bird Man of Orange Grove" to an adolescent who ran wild and, finally, to a man who is able to cross the divide between humans and predators. As a self-taught animal
behaviorist, Richardson has broken every safety rule known to humans when working with these wild animals. Flouting common misconceptions that breaking an animal's spirit with sticks and chains is the best way to
subdue them, he uses love, understanding and trust to develop personal bonds with them. His unique method of getting to know their individual personalities, what makes each of them angry, happy, upset, or
irritated—just like a mother understands a child—has caused them to accept him like one of their own into their fold. Like anyone else who truly loves animals, Richardson allows their own stories to share center stage
as he tells readers about Napoleon and Tau, the two male lions he calls his "brothers"; the amazing Meg, a lioness Richardson taught to swim; the fierce Tsavo who savagely attacked him; and the heartbreaking little
hyena called Homer who didn't live to see his first birthday. Richardson also chronicles his work on the feature film "The White Lion" and has a lot to say about the state of lion farming and hunting in South Africa today.
In "Part of the Pride", Richardson, with novelist Tony Park, delves into the mind of the big cats and their world to show readers a different way of understanding the dangerous big cats of Africa.
Interesting Facts About The Lion_s Pride In African Plain _ Children_s Book Oct 07 2020 A pride of lions depends on the efforts of all its members in order to survive. The male(s) provide protection while the females do
the majority of the hunting as well as raise the cubs. In this pride, there is one male, Fang, and six females, along with several cubs. While lions are considered the apex predator on the African plains, they often
struggle to survive, especially during the dry season This book follows the pride as they move through their territory encountering other animals both prey and predator. The list of lion facts at the end is a nice touch.
This book is highly recommended, especially for children who love reading about the natural world.
A Pride of Lions May 26 2022 Describes the physical characteristics, behavior, habitat, and life cycle of lions.
Carnal Sep 17 2021 The first graphic novel in the Carnal series, Pride of the Lions takes place on the continent of New Africa and focuses on three main species of humanistic animals. After the Great War decades
earlier between the hyenas and the lions, the victorious and once united lion prides now lay scattered across the land, torn by civil unrest over territory disputes and food shortages. The hyena clans that survived the
war were forced deep into the Earth and now live in a massive underground city under the control of a terrible witch. The buffalo race is indifferent to most other species and have walled themselves off from the rest of
the kingdoms. Humans have lost their hold on the African territories long ago and live as a simple, nomadic species. The first book opens with Long Eyes, an old sapphire-eyed lion who is determined to save the lion
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kingdom and rescue his warrior son, Oron, who has gone missing. Long Eyes believes Oron is the key to uniting the prides. A young lioness tracker named Omi is sent out with the protection of two lion brothers to
locate the missing warrior, but what they find is something that may unravel the very foundation of life for all species.
Cecil's Pride Apr 12 2021 A stunning, new project from Craig Hatkoff about a remarkable lion king named Cecil and his pride. At Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe's largest game reserve, more than 100 species of
mammals live together. Lions, giraffes, zebras, elephants, leopards, and rhinos roam freely through vast deserts, forests, and grasslands. Cecil the Lion was the king of them all. There are no fences or walls like in a zoo.
It's a diverse ecosystem, but there's a delicate balance. When something changes, it sends a ripple throughout the whole park. No one knew it yet, but a ripple was about to be felt around the world. This is the tale of
Cecil's dramatic rise to power and an unlikely partnership with his rival, Jericho, that would eventually save his pride. The book is filled with stunning, full-color photos taken by Brent Stapelkamp, a lion researcher for
the Wildlife Conservation Research Unit at Oxford University. Brent has spent years tracking, studying, and photographing Cecil and his pride.
A Lion's Pride Aug 17 2021 Forget the jungle, things are getting hot in the city. If you like your shapeshifters feline then check out the first four books, in A Lion's Pride. Includes: When An Alpha Purrs - The king of the
jungle meets his match in a human hairdresser.When A Beta Roars - Hayder’s met his mate, there’s just one little problem, she’s allergic to cats.When An Omega Snaps - When Meena declares Leo is her mate, his first
impulse is to run far, far away.A Tiger's Bride - When at first you don't succeed - turn to abduction.
Savage Pride Jul 04 2020 Alpha lion who is all growl and bite? Defiant human with a broken heart? An enemy out to break them both? Running from a devastating betrayal, Hailey's wound is salted when car trouble
strands her in the path of a snarly lion shifter with a chip on his shoulder the size of Pride Rock. She can't decide what's worse--his snarky, human hating attitude, or the fact that her judgement sucks and she is falling
in love with the devil in sexy blue jeans. But refusing to trust will cost her more than her future happiness... it could cost her life. Alpha lion Trent has no one but his pride, a group of misfits holding onto control by a
claw under his leadership. He doesn't need the complication of a stubborn, mouthy, human woman who looks him in the eye and sets off every instinct to claim. Especially since his uncle is threatening to solve Trent's
Hailey problem with violence. For Trent isn't the only one who wants to see all humans kicked out of town and lions back at the top of the food chain. He's just the only one who is starting to change his mind... ...the only
one who realizes that the love of a mate is worth fighting, dying, and forgiving for. Savage Pride, Lion Hearts Book 1, is a standalone lion shifter steamy romance. This paranormal with bite is for readers who love
enemies to lovers, snarly lion heroes, and sassy not-quite-damsels in distress. Purchase now because you crave an alpha too savage to love. . . unless he's your fated mate.
The Power of the Pride Sep 29 2022
The Lion Pride of Judah May 02 2020 No matter if you are a child or an adult, we all have, or have had things that makes us afraid. This story is about a pride of lions led by the lion Immanuel (God with us). Immanuel's
passion for his family inspires young readers to remember that God is never too far from those who call upon His name.
The Marsh Lions Jun 26 2022 Follows the lives of a pride of lions in one of Kenya's largest game preserves over a five-year period and describes the other animals that inhabit the African marsh lands.
Lion Pride Mar 12 2021
Pride of Lions Nov 19 2021 A picture book which teaches the proper name for various groups of animals such as a pride of lions, a team of horses, a school of fish, a train of camels and others.
Lion Pride Mar 31 2020 This title explains what a lion pride is and what lions living together in a group do to help one another. For instance, lion prides hunt, care for young, and protect their territories together.
Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Junior is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.
Pride of Lions Jul 28 2022 On a battlefield drenched in Viking blood, a son steps out of his father’s shadow... Fifteen-year-old Donough is determined to make the High Kingship his own after Brian Boru united all of
Ireland for the first time ever against the ancestral tyranny of the vicious invaders from the north. But even as he tries to establish his power base at the emerald stronghold of Kincora, his schemes are hampered by his
mother’s treachery and his brother’s rivalry. Before long, yet another impasse rears its head. The Celtic kings demand a Christian consort for their supreme leader, and Donough’s heart belongs to a druid. A soaring
chronicle of courage and conquest in a land wreathed in myth, this is a must-read for fans of Bernard Cornwell, M. K. Hume and Juliet Marillier. Praise for Pride of Lions ‘Expect demand from Llywelyn fans’ Booklist
‘Llywelyn tells a strong story distinguished by its psychological depth and by her knowledge of ancient Irish history’ Publishers Weekly ‘The reader remains captivated from first page to last’ Jean M. Auel, bestselling
author of the beloved Earth’s Children series ‘She writes about ancient Ireland as if she just had breakfast there’ Parke Godwin, World Fantasy Award-winning SFF author ‘Morgan Llywelyn is surely the modern-day
Bard of the Irish’ Beatrice Small, bestselling historical romance author ‘One of my all-time favourite authors’ Jude Deveraux, bestselling historical romance author ‘The best there is in the field of historical fiction’
Jennifer Wilde, bestselling gothic romance author
Simba's Pride Nov 27 2019 Scar's mate, Zira, and her cubs plot against Simba and his daughter, Kiara
Pride of Lions Dec 21 2021
Disney The Lion King: Roar of the Pride Lands Sep 25 2019 Slide the tabs and save the Pride Lands with Simba and his friends in this hands-on retelling! A fallen king, the lie of a traitor, the transition from cub to
leader of the pride—the story of Simba the lion is one of danger and destiny. Follow along with Simba, Nala, Timón, Pumbaa, and all of your favorite characters from The Lion King in this exciting retelling. Slide the
tabs, stand with Simba, and hear the roar of the Pride Lands!
A Pride of Lions Aug 29 2022 Lions live together in groups called prides. Find out more about how lions find food, take care of their young and keep one another safe in their prides.
Pride of Lions Jun 02 2020
Lion: Pride Before the Fall Jan 22 2022
Lions Jan 28 2020 Learn about life in a lion family.
When a Lioness Hunts Aug 24 2019 What happens when a lioness with dubious accounting practices gets involved with an auditor for the IRS? A rawr-ing good time. How was Melly supposed to know she shouldn’t
claim illegal ammo on her taxes? So what if she took a few liberties with the term “allowable expenses?” Her creative accounting is why the IRS ends up on her doorstep. Lucky for her, they sent the cutest geek in
glasses. The kind that tempts a girl to fling them clear across the room that she might better maul him. Silly man thinks he can play hard to get. Doesn’t he know a lioness always gets what she wants? Problem is, Theo
sees more than he’s supposed to. Worse, he poses a threat to the pride. Can she distract him from the truth, or will his digging force her to assume her role of hunter? Genre: romantic comedy, shapeshifter romance,
lionshifter romance, fated mates romance, paranormal romance
Lion Pride (Wild Kratts) Feb 20 2022 The Wild Kratts roar in this Step into Reading story about lions! The Wild Kratts have a rumble with the king of the jungle when they try to take care of three lion cubs on the
African savannah. Will the brothers' Creature Power be enough to keep the playful cubs out of trouble? Boys and girls 4 to 6 will love learning about lions in this Wild Kratts leveled reader featuring removable creature
cards! Step 2 readers use basic vocabulary and short sentences to tell simple stories for beginning readers who recognize familiar words and can sound out new words with help.
The Pride of Lions Jul 16 2021 The outcome of a duel forces Catherine Ashbrooke, a willful English beauty, to marry Raefer Montgomery, a handsome stranger who Catherine later learns is Alexander Cameron, a Scots
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spy in service to the exiled King James the Pretender
Pride of Lions Mar 24 2022
When a Liger Mates Feb 29 2020 Lawrence is in trouble. That’s nothing new. What is unexpected is how he accidentally ends up mated to a human. Oops. To make matters worse for this tomcat, Charlotte has no idea
what he is, and when he finally shows her his majestic liger shape? She is less than impressed and dares to ask if he’s up to date on his shots. As if her lack of respect isn’t enough, she doesn’t believe they can have a
happily ever after. How to make her understand she’s the only woman with the power to make him purr? genre: paranormal romantic comedy, shifter mating a human, shapeshifter romance, lionshifter romance, fated
mate
The Spinner Prince Jul 24 2019 "In the distant future, when a new species rules the earth, thirteen-year-old Prince Leo struggles to hide a dangerous and forbidden power he cannot control while trying to unlock the
mysteries of his origins"-Whole Whale Jun 22 2019 One hundred unusual animals try to squeeze into the pages of this raucous rhyming tale. But will there be room to fit a whole blue whale? The humorous ending features an expansive double
gatefold and educational endnotes list the 100 animals in the book.
Lion of Ireland Apr 24 2022 Set against the barbaric splendors of eleventh-century Ireland, a sweeping historical epic recounts the spectacular life and loves of Brian Boru, the legendary Irish king who united his realm.
Reissue.
The Lion's Pride Oct 19 2021 Showcases three generations
The Pride of Lions Oct 31 2022 Henry is generally well-behaved, but he is occasionally arrogant and vain. Henry is at heart a hard worker, but his frequent bouts of illness hinder his work.
The Astor Orphans Nov 07 2020
Meet a Baby Lion Oct 26 2019 Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and text highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience! African lions are powerful hunters. Newborn cubs are born
with their eyes tightly closed. Their eyes open at about a week old. Lion cubs grow up in a group called a pride. Cubs learn how to hunt by watching the adults. How do baby lions grow and change? Read this book to
find out! This title also includes a life cycle diagram, a habitat map, fun facts, a glossary, and more!
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